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Over 20 years ago, UK slots players were able to enjoy fully regulated online casino sites. British players have a large selection of casino sites to choose form, thanks to this mature market. How do you begin?

This guide will show you how to navigate these murky waters. We'll discuss the main factors that make an Internet casino a successful one. These include safety and security as well as banking and payment methods. We'll also discuss new player bonuses and promotions, as well the most important aspects of best new online casinos uk. We begin with a list highlighting the best UK online gambling sites.

How we test online casinos

If you are interested in online casino gambling, the information below from the experts at csiss.org can help you find reliable casino and game providers. We've conducted research into leading online casinos to identify the best gaming options for your consideration. If you like online gambling, you have access to various casino game options such as online slots, roulette, blackjack and poker with just one click. Today you can play demo games or slot machines for real money.

Security and Licensing

Security and licensing are the two most important aspects to consider when you decide whether or not to sign up at an UK online casino. Your funds' safety is the last thing you need to worry about.

Online casinos that are licensed and regulated by UK Gambling Commissions (UKGC) will not be included. The UKGC regulates online gambling in a strict manner. They also monitor the industry to ensure compliance with minimum standards.

It is important to note that trusted casinos may also have licenses from jurisdictions other than the Swedish Gambling Authority, the Malta Gaming Authority, and the Swedish Gaming Authority. Scroll to the bottom and look for logos/links.

Online casino sites operating in the UK must comply with the UKGC's rules. These rules and regulations ensure that all games are fair. They also make sure that rules are in place in order to prevent minors and problem gamblers taking part in online gambling.

Playing at a UK casino should not cause you to worry about losing your winnings. To ensure your funds are safe and secure, players should have separate accounts.

The UKGC has teeth, too. They have levied heavy fines on casino operators who didn't comply with the rules.

Strong word of mouth reputations are hugely beneficial, just like most other things. Online casinos have so many competitors that it is difficult to afford to play fast with player security and not damage their reputation.

The UKGC not only regulates individual online casinos but also oversees the entire UK gambling industry. The Commission outlawed online gambling with credit cards in April 2020.

Google will quickly show you which operators have done a good job and which ones need improvement. A solid track record can be worth its weight. UKGC regulation is a must-have for all players.

Online Casino Games

UK slots players enjoy an enviable selection of games. There are literally thousands upon thousands of titles, covering every style, subject, and theme you can think of.

Although the list may vary from site to site, good casinos will offer a mixture of classics and new releases. Here are some things to consider.

Reputable slot providers

UK casinos will only accept slots from software developers who have been approved. This ensures that the games are fair and safe. A particular developer may dominate some sites.

NetBet Vegas is dominated by Playtech slots. It's a great place to play the Age of the Gods and Kingdoms Rise slots, both of which are based on myths and legends. NetBet Casino, which has more slots providers than Playtech, is a better choice.

A majority of the top casinos offer slots from several developers. This allows you to choose from many different gameplay styles. We appreciate casinos that allow us to filter our games by developer. This feature is available on some sites, but it's not always possible.

Many online casinos have a lot of classics, from well-known developers like Playtech to industry heavyweights like NetEnt or Microgaming. Chances are you will have already played one of these games.

If you like something a little more niche, it's worth checking out whether an online casino you're considering offers games from emerging challenger developers such ELK Studios or Thunderkick. There are many developers to choose from, so be sure to search for your favourites. Find them all in our Online Slots category.

Number of slot machines

Is it important to consider the size of your family? Yes, in certain cases. It is possible to win online slot machines. Perhaps. This is possible with a carefully selected selection of 400 slots from the best developers. Videoslots Casino has over 2,000 slots, so you may want to look into other casinos. It would be impossible to play them all but there are so many to choose from that it's easy to find the one you love.

Check out the Latest Releases

Each day brings new slots. Want to be the first to enjoy them? Many casino sites will stock them as soon the releases date. The best online casino sites offer a variety of old favorites and familiar favorites as well as the latest additions.

Most UK casinos will display the latest releases on their homepage. So you can see if they're up-to date.

Special Game Mechanics

If you are a fan of slots that use a certain game mechanic, one online casino might be able to provide you with the best service while disappointing others.

Megaways slots, for instance, are all-conquering. There may be a few Megaways titles on some casinos sites. Others will have the entire collection. Megaways has been so popular that many UK casino have Megaways sections.

Jackpot slots

It's the same story for jackpot slots. The number of titles offered varies from one casino to the next. Mega Moolah and Hall of Gods might be enough for you. There might be other sites that offer more than just the classics. They may also have daily jackpot networks slots and Jackpot King. This is definitely worth checking out if your passion is progressive jackpots.

Exclusive Slot Releases

The best casino sites have exclusive content that isn't available anywhere else. Online casinos often offer unique titles, but these are not always obvious. Mr Green Casino has many entertaining games that focus on their gentleman gambler.

Additionally, casinos may release slots for only a short time. LeoVegas for instance, tends to release Big Time Gaming slot 2 weeks before going on general availability.

Slots Choice

The greater the number of books in your library, the better. Chances are higher that you'll stumble across an old favourite, or discover a new favorite. It can be overwhelming to try and navigate through the vast slot selection. Online casinos that offer intuitive, user-friendly websites that allow for easy searching and filtering are a bonus.

UK Casino Banking Policy and Methods

Online casino banking should be considered in terms of reliability, speed, convenience and security. Nothing is more frustrating that waiting days for your withdrawal request to be approved and having it sit in limbo. When it comes to online banking, there are many areas worth exploring.

Best Casino Sites Provide a Wide Selection of Payment Methods

When it comes to withdrawing funds from their accounts, the best online casinos offer a wide variety of banking options. You have the option of using debit cards, money wallets like Skrill or NETeller, bank transfer options, and prepay options like Paysafecard.

This has been affected by technology changes. Mobile money transfers have grown in popularity as more players play at online casinos via their mobile devices. Boku, a mobile money transfer service, is a good option. Mobile users can find this useful.

PayPal is becoming a more popular payment method. The number of UK PayPal casino sites is increasing. It is a great option for those who already have a PayPal accounts for other things, such as shopping online at eBay.

Cashout Terms – How quickly can your money be withdrawn?

Generally, PayPal, NETeller and Skrill offer the fastest withdrawals from most online casino sites. You may be looking for fast payout casinos, if you are concerned about speed.

It's not about speed. You should also be mindful of other aspects. You may be charged fees by online casinos for withdrawing or depositing money. At bgo Casino, an example is the 2.5% tax offset fee on deposits below PS500. For withdrawals, there is a PS2.50 cost.

An online casino site should allow withdrawals to be made on weekends. You don't want the money to stop rolling until Monday if you win a large amount on Friday night.

Fast withdrawals are what the top online casinos love. Rizk Casino is one good example. Once the transaction has been approved, Rizk Casino in the UK will send money to your money wallet. This means you can expect to receive your money in minutes, hours, or even days. Rizk does not charge any fees, and they do process withdrawals on weekends.

Verification

Online casinos must verify that players are real to be compliant with UKGC regulations. This is done to prevent gambling addiction and money laundering.

Many online casinos will automatically do this. If this is impossible, you'll be required to produce copies of documents to verify your identity. This is usually an easy process that requires uploading your photo ID as well as utility bills. You can also email the relevant customer service department.

Mobile Casinos

With the advancements in mobile technology, many of us are abandoning desktop computers to use tablets and phones as our primary devices. Mobile technology has been adopted quickly by online casinos. It is worth looking into a few things when you are choosing a casino mobile.

Browser-Based Casinos

Most online casinos offer the option to play using your mobile phone browser. While the functionality of mobile casinos is not always the same, it's worth having a look around.

Mobile Casino Apps

If you're a regular player at a casino, it might be worth finding out if they have an app. These offer a much more user-friendly experience that standard in-browser gaming. It is possible to access different types of slots in browser and via an app. Some sites offer an enormous selection, while others only have a small number.

Mobile casinos have a beautiful design, functionality, large selections of slots, and offer the same bonuses and offers for desktop and laptop players.

Customer Support

Even though things don't usually go wrong, it's not unusual for things to go wrong on even the best online casinos sites. Helpful and well-trained customer support is available.

The best online casino sites should include extensive Help or FAQs sections. This will answer most of the questions related to withdrawals, deposits, bonuses, and the like. The FAQs section can even be searchable. If you have trouble finding what you need there, a person at end of virtual line will be able to help.

Contacting the casino:

Nowadays, most online casinos offer live chat. You can simply type to an operator. Some casinos still provide a phone number for those who need to speak with an operator. There are many UK numbers that offer free phone service.

While many casinos no longer have phone numbers, there are still many that offer call back services. In this case you specify the date and times you would like to contact them. This is important in today's fast-paced world.

The social media revolution is now a part of the online casino market. Many top online casinos have an account on Twitter and Facebook. You can also interact with them on these social media platforms. WhatsApp messaging is also becoming increasingly popular (NetBet Casino/Vegas offer the service).

We want prompt, clear responses regardless of how the customer service is provided. As long as the team is available round the clock, that's great. We prefer an efficient, polite team that works limited hours to an inefficient and overworked one that runs 24/7.

We would prefer to solve problems ourselves. If we do need to contact customer support, we want them friendly, polite and efficient. They can also be available at various times of the day or night via a variety of media. This shouldn't be difficult to achieve.

Bonuses & Promotions

There are many operators in the market for new business and they must offer exciting bonuses and promotions for existing and new players. These can be divided into many different categories.

No Deposit Bonuses

Many online casinos offer bonus codes that are free to use without requiring you to deposit. These are typically in the form a free spins. LeoVegas Casino, for example, gives you 10 no deposit spins on Book of Dead.

Welcome Bonuses

Many online casinos will offer a sign up bonus. It can also be called a sign up bonus (or welcome offer), or a first deposit bonus. It can be used to double the amount of your deposit, for example, if you make a deposit as high as PS100.

It's important not to focus only on the headline-grabbing numbers and to consider the wagering requirements that the bonus may have. It is far more difficult to play through a bonus that has 65x requirements than one that has 20x requirements.

We prefer bonuses that are clear and unambiguous. Although they may not be as generous as other casinos' bonuses, they will still be easy to claim.

PlayOJO Casino offers an example. One free spin is given for each PS1 deposit. This can be up to 50. After that, you get another 30. Any winnings made with those free spins are immediately credited to your account in cash. There are no wagering restrictions. We wish there were more casinos that were as transparent as they are with their offers.

Many casinos won't let players use money wallets like Skrill, NETeller or Moneybookers to make their first deposit. This makes it difficult for them to offer new player bonuses. PayPal and debit cards are valid. Make sure you read the fine print.

How to Find UK Casino Bonuses

It is crucial to determine which type of bonus you want so that you can make the most of your casino bonus. You can get free spins or deposit bonuses. It is important to be aware of any wagering requirements, as well the reputation of the operator.

These are just two of many things we consider when listing the best bonuses at casinos. Keep these things in mind and you'll never go wrong.

	Bonuses--You can find the most rewarding ones right here.
	Wagering- Read the key terms carefully and decide if you're worth your effort.
	Casino Standards: Do they suit your needs? Are you able to use your preferred payment method?
	Security – Make sure your casino is reliable and safe. These are the ones we have listed.


Different Types of UK Bonuses

Each casino bonus comes with its own character. Each casino bonus comes with its own set of pros and cons. This makes it difficult to choose the right one when so many are available. Let's walk you through the various casino bonus types so that you understand them better.

Enjoy Free Spins

Video slots have seen a rise in popularity over time, as have free spins bonuses. Numerous free spins are available either by themselves or as part of a welcome bonus, usually with a deposit match.

Many UK casino bonuses offer this type of deal on games such as Starburst by NetEnt and Book of Dead, both from Play'n GO. They are 2 very well-known UK video slots.

However, casinos may offer more than these two options and give players free spins for other games such as Blue Wizard or Gonzo's Quest. You have the chance to play some of these slots for free if you are a new player, and especially if it's part of an offer that requires no deposit.

No Deposit Bonus

These bonuses are not very common these days, but they do still exist. While the bonus amount is not huge, it's still an excellent way to get a casino bonus and try out a new game. Some promotions are available with no wagering requirements. This is always an excellent thing to see.

Deposit Bonus

This is probably the most well-known offer on the market. It is usually a percentage of your first deposit amount or up to 200%. These bonuses can be spread over several deposits.

You might find a 200% casino bonus with a certain operator. This means that you get PS100 extra to play if your first deposit is PS50.

Maximum limits are often attached, such as offers up to PS50. But the best bonuses for casino come with fair and realizable wagering.

Some of the newest UK casino bonuses include free play as part of their signup offer. Mango Casino is one example. Their 100% deposit bonus includes free spins for Book of Dead.

Reload Bonus

These bonuses are almost identical to welcome offers, but they are available to existing customers and usually have a lower percent. It acts as a reward and encourages players to play more.

This is a great way for you to become familiar with a particular casino before moving on to the next one. These bonus codes can be used to get a bonus code or not. However, they typically have lower wagering requirements than other online casino bonuses, which is a plus. These types of promotions include the following:

	One time reload bonuses
	Daily reload bonuses
	Weekly reload bonus
	Monthly reload bonuses


Mobile Casino Bonuses

As more people opt for mobile-first betting, and more casino operators improve their mobile betting experience. It's only natural to expect to see mobile bonus offers from mobile casinos as operators encourage you to make use of your mobile device for convenience.

Some operators offer exclusive bonuses only to mobile players, but not to desktop users. LeoVegas bonus offers are a great example. They have a mobile-first strategy and offer many tablet and smartphone promotions. These can come with lower wagering requirements.

What Makes a Casino Bonus Good?

You have a lot of options to choose from when it comes to the best casino bonuses available. It's sometimes difficult to know which ones are better. We need to dig deeper and consider the following:

	Wagering requirements
	Maximum payout
	Minimum deposit
	Eligible deposit methods
	Expiry dates
	Exclusions for certain countries
	Eligible games
	Get bonus codes


One casino bonus may offer a 100% deposit bonus up to PS250. It may appear appealing on the surface. However, if you look deeper you will find that the wagering requirement is 75x. Additionally, the only way to deposit with a debit or credit card is allowed. And winnings are limited in size to PS50. This instantly becomes one of the casino offers you don't want to miss.

Wagering Requirements

Many of the most lucrative casino bonuses do not have wagering requirements. This is fantastic. They will not all, but most of them will. Understanding them is essential because it can be very hard to achieve certain numbers.

As you can clearly see, the more it is, the less realistic the overall bonus. A majority of operators will be offering bonuses between 35x and 40x. Anything more than that would make it impossible to win. Some UK casinos offer 60x and higher wagering requirements.

Maximum Payouts

There are many casino bonuses that have a limit on the potential wins. While every casino's offer is different, we have seen values from PS25 up through PS500. Although it is possible to find an offer without limitations, these offers are quite rare.

At many online casinos, the maximum win is usually set at PS100. Make sure you fully understand all aspects before you make any commitments.

Minimum Deposits

Online casino bonuses that are worth more than PS10 require you to deposit at least PS10. This is the most commonly used value, but there have been some that were set to PS20 and PS50.

For promotions that reward you for a second or third deposit, you will need to deposit more than one time. You may not need to make any deposit to get some of the no deposit bonuses.

Deposit Restrictions

It's crucial to review the T&Cs to ensure that you are satisfied with the options you have. Not all e-wallets include PayPal, Skrill, and Neteller. If this is the situation, we advise you to use another method to receive the deposit bonus and then to switch to your preferred method.

Dates of Expiry

There will always be an expiry date on any casino bonus. No matter how long it takes, the bonus expires after a certain time period. Keep track of the timeframe, as you may lose any bonus that isn't used within the stipulated time.

Exclusions by Country

We are only focusing on UK Casino Bonuses here. However, this doesn't mean there aren’t any country restrictions. Some promotions are not available to Northern Irish residents. The Isle of Man can often be found in the same boat. You should double-check the offer from outside of England to ensure that you are not missing out.

Eligible Games

All casino offers must take into account stake contributions. You should not play Progressive slots if they only contribute 10% to your overall wagering requirements. It will take you 10x as long to play a slot with 100% contribution.

Bonus Codes

Bonus codes are often attached to the best casino signup offers. This code will be required to deposit or register. If you have a need for one and cannot remember it, contact customer service. They may be able help you.

How can I cash out at a quick payout casino?

The process of withdrawing from a fast pay casino is simple. To request a withdrawal, you will first need to log into the account or bank section of a fast payout casino. Next, choose the amount you wish to withdraw and which method.

You can withdraw normally using the same method you used to deposit. For example, if your deposit was made with a debit or credit card, you must withdraw to the same card. After filling in all details, click Cashout/Withdraw and the withdrawal wheels will be in motion.

The online casino will process your request. It will check for things such as whether you've fulfilled all wagering requirements in order to get a bonus. Once you have been approved by the casino, the withdrawal will be processed and money sent to the account that you chose.

Payout Pending

In an ideal world we would win on our favorite online slots. We'd be able to click the Cashout option and the money would be in our account within seconds. It isn't always that fast. Once you have submitted your withdrawal request, you will be able to see the payout pending time.

While their banking team processes the transaction, the money will be held in your online casinos account. The processing time can vary from one place to another. If you want your cash as quickly as possible, this can prove frustrating.

Operators are becoming more efficient and offering shorter payout waiting periods. The best fast withdrawal casinos offer instant withdrawals and have short or no waiting periods.

Payment Methods

You can make deposits to an online casino with a debit, money wallet, or prepaid card and the money will be credited to your account immediately. The wire transfer, which sometimes takes a little longer, is the exception.

When it comes to withdraws, however, things aren’t as simple. Different methods often have different cashout timeframes. We will be looking at the pros & cons of some of the most popular online payment methods.

Money Wallets

Money wallets, including Skrill or NETeller, usually allow for the fastest withdrawal times. It is important to note that you can't take advantage of new player bonuses at certain online casino sites if your first deposit is made with a money wallet.

Take Sun Vegas Casino, for example. A 100% welcome bonus up to PS300 is available for new players. The bonus is not available if Skrill, NETeller or other payment methods are used to make a deposit. For subsequent deposits, money wallets will usually work fine. This is a fast way to withdraw from your online casinos account.

PayPal: PayPal, a payment service that is a majorstay in eBay transactions, is becoming more popular at UK-facing casino. It provides convenience and ease of money wallets, and players are eligible for many welcome bonuses.

MuchBetter: This app for smartphones offers secure deposits as well as withdrawals. Although it's not quite as fast as the money wallets, this app still ranks well with debit cards.

Online casinos usually don't charge withdrawal fees. There are a few exceptions that may charge a fee, but it is always worth checking the fine print to determine which casino you want to play and which withdrawal method you will use. Mr Green Casino is an example. Withdrawals of more than PS100 are subject to a 1% tax, up to a maximum amount of PS10.

Payment Methods to Avoid

There are many options for banking at online casinos. You don’t have to use an money wallet. These other options can be used if fast withdrawal casinos are not on your top priority list. The following payment methods will allow you to withdraw instantly.

Debit Cards: Cashout times with a debit card are typically slower than with a money-wallet. After approval, the money will usually arrive in your bank account within one to three working days. However, if you use your debit card to make your initial deposit, you will be able take advantage of the new player bonus offer.

Bank Transfers: These are often the slowest withdrawal method. A wire transfer withdrawal can take anywhere from one to seven days depending on where the bank is located and what online casino it was made. Grosvenor Casino has super fast withdrawal times. You can get your payouts in as little as three hours if your account is with an eligible bank.

Prepaid Cards: Paysafecard prepay vouchers have been a popular way to make deposits to online casino accounts. Although they're not the most convenient option for withdrawals, they can be used. If you deposit with your prepaid card, you can withdraw via bank wire. This, however, is not the fastest way to withdraw.

Minimum + Maximum Withdrawal Limits

While the minimum amount that can be withdrawn varies between online casinos, it usually falls within the PS10 and PS20 range.

The maximum withdrawal amount is what you should be focusing on. You can only withdraw a certain amount in a single transaction or within a specific time period at some online casinos. This can vary from place to place, so ensure you read the T&Cs before deciding where to play.

Maximum withdrawal limits can have a major impact on the happiness that comes with a big win. Imagine that you have won the San Quentin jackpot prize of 150,000x stake. Imagine that withdrawals were limited to a maximum of PS5,000 each week at the online casino where you were playing. This is a terrible situation.

Account Verification

Online casinos that are licensed and regulated by UK Gambling Commission will be recommended. These casinos must comply with the UKGC rules. Account Verification, which is vital for player safety and security, is one of the most crucial.

Online casinos will require you to prove that you are who you say are before you make any withdrawals. This is to ensure that no one underage plays and prevent money laundering.

Casinos will sometimes be able do this automatically. Sometimes though you will need to verify who you are. This is usually quite simple. Photo ID will be required, such a driving licence or passport. You also need to attach something that shows your address like a utility bill or bank statement. A majority of online casinos have a server that is specifically designed for the uploading of identification documentation.

This process can take up to 48hrs, but it's often completed much quicker. Once you have completed the verification process, you will be eligible to request instant withdrawals. Cashouts will not be possible until you have verified the identity of your account.

Weekend Cashouts

You don't need to wait until Monday morning to withdraw cash if you are lucky enough to win big on Saturday. The fastest withdrawal casinos offer weekend cashouts.

This isn’t possible at any online casino. We'll highlight casinos that offer weekend withdrawals in our casino reviews. Online casino players are most likely to play on weekends so it should be a common practice for them to make cashouts on Saturdays and on Sundays.

Lock Withdrawals

You have just won a big payday. Now you want to withdraw it. It goes into the casino’s pending payout box. So far, so simple. As we have seen, the timeframes for pending can change. With money still in the pending tray, you might feel tempted to go back and play with the money you originally intended to withdraw.

The Lock Withdrawal option does exactly what it claims. It prevents you from accessing the withdrawal. You are guaranteed that the withdrawal will occur with the money you choose.

Some casinos will require you to request this option. Some casinos offer this option automatically. Rizk Casino has a Lock Withdrawal feature that allows players the ability to protect their withdrawals while allowing them to indulge in the temptation to spend the money on the tables. SlotsMillion Casino is another.

Reverse Withdrawals

Reverse Withdrawal (or Lock Withdrawal) is the alternative to the Lock Withdrawal. This allows players to cancel withdrawal requests. Once the cashout request is cancelled, players can withdraw the money to their online casino account. They can then use the funds again.

Reverse withdrawals have been a target of the UK regulator for some time. The process will be banned starting in October 2021. Here are their thoughts on the matter.

"The Commission has also placed a permanent stop to reverse withdrawals of all online gambling. This function used to allow users to re-gamble money that they had previously requested to withdraw.

VIP + Loyalty Plans

All players should receive the same treatment when it comes online casino instant payouts. Some people are more equal in some areas than others, and this is true with online casinos as well.

Some players can withdraw quicker than the lower-ranking VIP food chains at certain sites if they are members of the casino VIP/Loyalty Programme.

This can vary from one site to another, as is the case with most casino reviews. UK regulators are also looking into VIP programmes. Online casinos should offer quick withdrawals. This is not only important for the high rollers.

Online Bookmakers + Betting Shops

When you play at an online casino tied to a bricks-and-mortar gambling establishment or bookmaker, there are often other options for quick payouts. In many cases, the option to cashout at the live venue of the operator is available. Most sports bets are settled immediately after the event is over. Same goes for cashouts to other parts of the online casino or bookmaker.

Paddy Power, for instance. Paddy Power CashCard+ can be requested to have your winnings from an online account paid out to you when you go to one of their high-street betting shops. You can also request a crossover with other online casinos or bookmakers (like Coral or William Hill).

Offers for existing customers

Quality casinos are as concerned about existing players as they are about new players. You can get reload bonuses, free spin giveaways, or promotions. Some sites have a knack for giving out prizes that offer players the chance of a unique experience.

Mr Green is an example of a casino which offers a wide range of options to its customers. A number of promotions have recently been offered, including cash drops, free spin giveaways as well as a leaderboard contest that saw the winner win a trip to Las Vegas with a personal chef.

Most casinos have a Promotions section on their websites where you can check out all the latest offers and contests that are aimed at current players. Like the bonuses to new players, we like transparency and plenty of variety.

VIP Programs

Many online casinos offer a VIP program to their loyal players. These vary from site-to-site, but regular players can expect to receive free spins, entries into prize draws and other goodies based on their VIP status.

The Perfect Online Casino

These are the ingredients we would use to make the best UK online casino sites. It would be regulated and operated by the UK Gambling Commission.

It will be very easy to navigate the site. Its design is simple and clear, so finding what you need would not be difficult.

We would have both well-known industry players and newer software providers, offering a diverse selection of slot games. It would have a wide range of slots including old favourites and newer additions as well as Megaways and progressive jackpot games.

It would be very easy to find what you need. You can filter slots by theme and developer as well as volatility. An app for mobile that offers the best content would be created.

The customer support team would be friendly and helpful. We'd also offer clear and transparent promotions and bonuses to existing and new players.

Read our online casino reviews to find the best UK casinos online.

How to Play Slots Online

Are you new to playing online slots? Our experts provide a guide that explains how slots work. We will discuss what makes a game a slot, how it works, and the terminology.

Stakes and Autoplay, as well as Settings

Before you open an online slot machine, think about your finances. Because the minimum stake per spin might be too high, it is worth considering what you can afford. Each slot game can have a minimum and maximum stake.

Although most players play with low stakes, you should determine how much you can afford. Playing slots at PS1 per round is not advised as you will lose your bankroll quickly. If you have a winning streak and/or substantial winnings, start small and increase your stake.

It's supposed to be fun, so don’t increase your stake to avoid losing. Also, it will ensure that your bankroll is as healthy as possible by keeping your stake as low as possible. You can also adjust the minimum stake easily.

Many online slot machines have a default bet/stake. This will usually be at the PS1-PS2 mark. Before you spin, be sure to change the stake according to your financial situation. If you don’t change the stake, you might find that your bankroll has been seriously reduced or vanished after only a few spins.

Newer slot machines offer a Feature Buy. By paying a specified amount, you can get into the main bonus (normally the free spinnings) known as Bonus Buy. In most cases, it's 100 x your total stake. Although this may be useful in certain cases, such as when larger payouts are available in the bonus feature, it's prohibited in the UK by regulations set forth by the Gambling Commission.

Autoplay is an important function. This function allows you to spin the reels instantly. There are a variety of autospins available for most games. The spins are automatically activated by pressing the button. You can also customize the Autoplay function. This allows for you to play responsibly.

Paylines & Reels

A reel can be described as a vertical position within a game that is spinnable and contains symbols. A classic slot features 3 reels and 1 payline. Video slots come with five reels as they're commonly called, but more complex slots may have several more.

If you choose a 5 reel slot, you'll see 5 vertical positions. Each position, or reel, will contain a number of symbols.

A payline describes the number or possibilities of winning in a specific slot game. Consider a three-reel, one-payline slot. If you land matching symbols across the payline, you can create winning combinations. There are many paylines available for 5 reel slots. It all depends how many reels you have on each reel.

If the 5 reel game has 10 paylines it means that you have 10 chances to hit a winning combination. The larger the payout is, the more symbols that match across the reels. Winning combinations are formed when there are three or more matching symbols on a payline.

Megaways slots are classic six reel machines that feature between 2-7 symbols per reel. There are 117,649 ways to win if you see 7 symbols on each reel.

Symbols

A certain number will appear on the reels. The winning combination of symbols is a win. Classic slots are found in Las Vegas, where symbols include fruits like plums, lemons, and cherries. You can find many symbols in modern video slots to match your slot's theme or graphics.

Many casino slots offer royals or card fillers. These include A-K, Q, J and 10, 9, and 9 royals (or diamonds), spades, clubs, hearts, and spades. While they can be found in many different games, the graphics are more expressive and the themes are more specific to the slot. NetEnt's Dead or Alive II Slot will have all symbols with a Wild West flair.

Wild symbols can substitute for any other symbol and act as jokers. If you had a yellow symbol on reels 1 or 3, and a wild symbol at reel 2, the wild would behave like a lemon to give you a 3-of-a-kind winning combination. This is why wild symbols can be so important. Wild symbols replace/replace symbols other than scatters and bonus symbols.

Slot Mechanic/Engine

It all depends on the slot's mechanic and engine. There will be 5 reels that have 3 symbols each in a classic 5x3 configuration with 10 paylines. You must land matching symbols from the left to the right on any one of the 10 paylines.

If the slot is all ways, it will have 5 reels with 3 rows but offer 243 ways for you to win. This is because matching symbols are more likely to land on adjacent reels than on the paylines. This means that you can land matching symbols on adjacent reels. on reels 1, 2, and 3.

Some slot machines offer both win and lose. This means that winning combinations could start from reel 5 and reel 1. Starburst, a NetEnt video slot, has a win both way engine. If you get five matching symbols on the screen in the middle, you will receive double payouts.

Another popular term for scatter wins is This means that symbols will pay even if the land on adjacent reels. Many scatter symbols that are used to trigger bonus features will pay out in any position on any reel. This means you can land scatter symbols on reels 1, 3 or 4 and earn a 3 of 1 win, rather than the usual 1, 2 or 3 reels.

Megaways engine by Big Time Gaming is a popular mechanic. Megaways slots have six reels. Each reel can be filled with between 2-7 symbols. There are more ways to win, the more symbols you have on each reel.

Wild Symbols

We have briefly touched on the fact that wild symbols are essential in modern slot games. Wild symbols are like jokers within a deck. Wilds replace or substitute for regular symbols in order to help you form winning combinations. If you had 2 matching symbols on reels 2 and 3, as well as a wild on reel 3, the wild would be the matching symbols, resulting in a winning combination of 3 or more.

Although they are able to substitute for other symbols, wild symbols have seen a lot of development in recent years. You can get more than a winning combination with wild symbols in online slots. There are many different types. Here are some examples of common wild symbols:

Standard Wildreplaces symbol to guarantee a winning outcome.Multiplier Wildmultiplies wins by multiplying the multiplier value. 3x wild multiplier multiplies the win by 3Expanding Wildexpands, to give you a fully wild spin.Random Wildrandomly appear in different positions on your reelsColossal Wildbiggerin size - i.e. 2x2, 3x3 etc (Push Gaming's Fat Rabbit)Replicating Wildduplicates on other positions on the reels/gridStacked Wilds/Wild Reelsappear in 1x3 or 1x4 in size normally to occupy a reel fully or partiallyLocked/Sticky Wildsremains in place until you get a winning combination or throughout the free spins feature

Scatter Symbols

The scatter symbol, another type of symbol you will find in online slots, is also very popular. A scatter symbol appears in an online slot along with other symbols and wilds. A scatter symbol is also known as a bonus or free spins symbol. This clearly indicated the purpose and function of the scatter symbol.

Normally acting independently, 2 or more scatters will lead to a winning combination. However, bonus features are activated when you land three or more scatters. Scatters can be used to trigger bonus features or wild symbols in some online slots. This is true in the Book of Dead Slot by Play 'n' Go, where the Book of Dead can be both the scatter or wild symbol.

Also, scatters can activate bonus features that offer bigger payouts. The Free Spins feature will give you more free spins the more scatters that you land.

Scatter requirements vary between online slots. Some require you get three scatters or more on the reels while others require you land three scatters on reels 1, 3, and 5. You can view the paytable for the slot to see how many scatters you need and where they will appear.

Bonus Features

Bonus rounds and bonus features are common in online slots. These are the games in the slot that offer more chances to win. There are so many variations of the slot, but the most prominent feature is free spinnings. Other features include respins, pick me styles, and jackpot rounds.

You will need to have a certain amount scatter, bonus or free-spins symbols in order to trigger these bonus functions. You may also need to win a specific number of consecutive wins or land wilds on a particular reel. To unlock a bonus feature, you must first find it in the game's paytable.

There are many different bonus feature options.

Here are some of the most common online slots:

	Free Spins feature: Get free spins to increase your chances of winning as much as possible
	Pick Me feature: To win cash prizes, you can pick from objects shown on the screen.
	Trail feature: Roll a dice or make picks and work your way through a trail. The bigger the prize pool, the higher the trail climbs
	Jackpot feature: You can win fixed or progressive jackpots by making picks
	Avalanche Reels/Cascading Signs: also known under dropdown wins, cascading and tumbling reels. A winning combination will see winning symbols disappear and be replaced by new ones. This will give you the opportunity to win more and more from each spin.
	Gamble option: You can gamble your win or loses from the Free Spins
	Multiplier Wilds is a feature that allows wild symbols to be multiplied in free spins.
	Respins feature: When you win, it can lead to respins with new winning symbols. The respins continue until there is no more winning symbol or you fill up the reels with a certain symbol, which can result in bigger prizes or even jackpots.
	Bonus Bet: You can buy your way into the free spinnings for a fixed amount. Because of regulations from the Gambling Commission, this feature is banned in the UK.


In order to make their slot provider stand out, they strive to provide a unique experience. You can also add other features to your free spins bonus feature, such as respins, multiplier Wilds, avalanche and jackpots. Online slots have endless possibilities, which makes them appealing and attractive to players.

Paytable + Rules

The paytable section or rules section is where you can find all the components of an online casino slot machine. You will find it by clicking the? button, an? button, an INFO, a 'Paytable or? button on the slots. This will display all information about the game, including the number of paylines and reels, as well as the bonus features, symbols and RTP.

You can view the paytable to see which symbols are paid and how many spins you will get when you trigger Free Spins.

Important Features for Slots

Once you know the basics of a slots game, and you are familiar with what it consists of, there are some important aspects to remember when playing online. We'll be looking at variance/volatility and Return to Player% (RTP).

RTP% for Slots (Return To Player rate)

What is the Return to Player Rate? RTP, also known as Return to Player, is the percentage given back by online players after playing a specific slot. All casino games come with a house edge. RTP means what you win back. This is how RTP works online for a slot machine:

	95% RTP in slot games
	If you staked PS100 on an average, you'd be able to win back PS95
	The online casino would win PS5 (5%) - this represents the house edge/margin


You may be wondering how RTP affects your game. Well, it's significant. The 97% RTP online slot game will give you 7% more in winnings than the 90% RTP one. These numbers may not be applicable to your specific session.

RTP rates are calculated on a casino game that is played over millions, or even billions of times. The RTP rate means that you could lose every time, but it will pay over the length of a slot's cycles (normally 1 years) the advertised RTP rate. The RTP rate is precalculated so you might be the lucky one who wins, but other players will lose.

The outcome of any casino game is dependent on luck. An online slot game that paid out continuously would result in the online casino losing the game and it would be discontinued.

Online slot play is more profitable than playing at a casino, as the RTP % of online slots is higher. Online slots have a lower RTP than land-based slots, which averages at around 70%. However, online it is below 96%. This is a large margin of victory for the casino. Cleopatra by IGT in Las Vegas is expected to pay 20-25% less than it does online.

It is important to remember that different online slots may have different RTP rates. Play 'n GO has 5 RTP settings that can be used for their different slot games. Check the RTP setting for the particular game you're interested in so that you can see where you stand. UK slots tend have higher RTPs. The UK Gambling Commission demands that all slot machines disclose information regarding their category, RTP percentage, and whether they have been compensated or randomly.

Progressive jackpot slots must consider the RTP. Because a part of your wagers will go towards progressive jackpots, the RTP (not for the jackpot element) for the actual game is lower than many online slots. The average jackpot will be between 1 and 8.8%.

You want to find the most return to player rates for slot machines? See our best RTP slot section, which highlights the top 5 slots and goes into greater detail about RTP.

Slot Variance

The online slot game's risk is known as the variance. The terms 'high variance' and 'low volatility' are two examples of the terms you'll hear. Slot volatility is also known to be slot variance. Variance can have an impact on the game play and your payouts. This contributes to the likelihood of winning combinations.

It is not possible to expect many winning combinations when you play high-variance slots online. However, the winning combinations you do win will be less significant. However, one big win can make up for any losses and give you significant returns.

You can choose the level of variance that you like, depending on your personal preferences. A game of low or medium variance is better if you're looking to maximize your bankroll. Here are definitions for low-, medium- and high-variance slots.

	High-Variance slots: High risk, high reward slot machines that can offer big wins. Experienced players favor high variance slot machines because they are looking for a major life-changing win/payout. Example: NetEnt’s Dead or Alive 2, or Nolimit City’s San Quentin
	Medium variance slot: This is a game with medium risk and moderate rewards. The top payouts are decent, and wins can be quite frequent. These are balanced slots that offer a fine line in gameplay and potential payouts. Example: Ghostbusters Plus, IGT
	Low variance slot machines: These low-risk, high-reward slots offer lots of small wins and low risks. While these slots are possible to win huge, it is extremely unlikely. These are ideal if these are your first online slot game or you plan to play for a long time. Example: NetEnt's Starburst.


Online Slot Types

Now that you have an understanding of how online slots work, and what you need for consideration, you will need to choose the type slot game you want. There are many kinds of online slots, and the most popular ones are the following:

	Classic Slot/Slot Machine. These are the original games that typically have 3 reels with 1 payline. If you have three matching symbols, you can win. The classic classic slots are available now with bonus features and extras.
	Video Slot: This type of game is the most widely played and typically has five reels. Many slots fall under this category, offering bonus features such free spins or wild symbols or scatters.
	Jackpot slot: These are video slot machines with progressive jackpot elements. This allows players the chance to win jackpots up to 7 or 8 figures. Microgaming Mega Moolah, a jackpot slot, is a favorite. In April 2021, it paid out a staggering EUR19.4m.
	Megaways Slot - These slot games use the Megaways engine from Big Time Gaming. The number of symbols displayed on each reel will change randomly during each spin. This gives you many ways to win. Megaways slot games have six reels with between 2 and 7 symbols. There are a minimum 324 ways to win and maximum 117,649 ways you can win.
	3D Slots: These slots use 3D technology for their graphics. These enable for richer and more immersive gaming experiences. NetEnt's Gems of Adoria was one example.
	Mobile Slot: These are online slot games that can be accessed via mobile devices and tablets. All slots are now available on mobile devices due to the HTML5 technology. These games can be played on all operating systems, including Android, iOS and Windows.
	Themed Slot: While these games fall within the categories above, some players love to play slots with ancient Egyptian themes. Others like Greek mythology, super heroes, pirates, dragons, Wild West or zombies.


Slot providers

Online slots are created by developers or slot providers. These companies make the actual slot games. There are many online slots available, with over 100 developers. More are being added all the time.

We have reviews for over 50 slot providers. There are new slots released every day by major providers. Here are some of the most popular providers:

	NetEnt is the most widely-used provider of online gaming services, and was established in 1996. Starburst has the best graphics and innovative mechanics.
	Microgaming, the first casino provider founded in 1994, releases new games every single week. Some of their most popular slots include Immortal Romance (Mega Moolah), Thunderstruck 2 or Game of Thrones.
	Playtech: Playtech was established in 1999. Many branded slots have been created by them through different licensing agreements. They have movie slots like Top Gun and RoboCop as well as Gladiator Road from Rome. They also offer superb slots series such Age of the Gods (and Kingdoms Rise) that offer exclusive bonus features and progressive jackpots.
	Play'n GO: In 1997, the company was established and quickly became a household brand with the popular Book of Dead video slot. Their games are well-designed and multi-platform. Wild Blood 2, Ring of Odin 3, Legacy of Dead and Ankh of Anubis were their most beloved slots.
	IGT: Founded in 1976, the company initially focused on land-based machines. But they now have a vast selection of online slot machines. They are the creators of some of today's most beloved games, such as Cleopatra or Siberian Storm.
	Novomatic: Novomatic was established in 1980 as a provider of online slots. The company has a large collection of online slots that are land-based. Every Tuesday, they release new slots and cater to players who want an authentic casino experience.
	Big Time Gaming: The Sydney-based provider is relatively new to the party and has taken the online casino world by storm using their Megaways engine. Megaways' success led to them licensing the engine to other providers, including Blueprint Gaming (iSoftBet), NetEnt, and NetEnt. Megaclusters will soon be just as popular, if it not more, than Megaways.
	Nolimit City is a slot game company that was established in 2014. They offer a variety of games every month. Their innovative mechanics, large win potential, and controversial themes have earned them a reputation for being a top-notch company. Their San Quentin slot, which is based on the famous prison, has 150,000x stake maximum wins.


Online Slot Reviews

We provide detailed slot reviews. Our goal is to provide detailed reviews on all aspects of a particular slot game, so that you can find the one that suits you best. Here's what you should be looking for:

	Details & Stake Limits: We consider the number and paylines of the reels, as well as the maximum amount you can spin. We also take into account the maximum win amount and what is necessary to win it.
	Theme/Graphics: We examine the design of the slot, as well as the soundtrack and symbols.
	Bonus Features: We examine the additional bonuses available such as free spins or wild symbols.
	Analyse of the slot: We summarize it and compare it to better or similar games if necessary. We consider the overall playing experience, and whether or not it should be recommended.


Free Online Slots

It is our passion to play online slots. Would you ever buy a car without a test-drive? Users can try the slot machines for free. This allows users to test the games before spending real money.

Before you sign up at any online casino, you can look at the graphics and animations. You can also try out the bonus features. Spin away until your heart is content to play at one our recommended casinos.

UK Age Verification

The Gambling Commission (UK) requires that players verify their identity before they can play slots for real money or free. Portals like eGaming.com allow players to verify their age before they play any slot.

As a responsible site, the UK's first site to offer age verification was implemented. VeriMe was our partner for this project and the whole process was simple.

Step 1Enter you mobile number. Step 2Reply to the message with "VERIFY"Step 3Wait just a moment and the free version of the app will load.

This process is easy and free. If you are prompted again to enter your phone number, do so and the demo of the slot will load.

Mobile Slots

Online slots can now be played across multiple devices like smartphones, tablets, computers, smartphones, and tablets. Mobile slots have made it possible to play all of the slot games on any number of devices.

ELK Studios, a mobile-first provider of slot machines, creates games for mobile users. Developer 4theplayer also created Portrait Mode. This allows players to view their slot in portrait mode on their smartphone and take up 60% of the screen.

All slot games can be played on tablets and smartphones. Demo versions can be played on multiple devices.

No Deposit Slots (UK)

Online slots are extremely popular and offer many promotions for players. It has been evident that no deposit slot machines have grown in popularity in the UK in recent years.

Betfair, LeoVegas, and Betfair offer no deposit bonuses as well free spins to play popular online slot machines. You can play no deposit slots at most casinos such as NetEnt's Starburst, Play 'n G's Book of Dead and NetEnt's Starburst.

Online Slot Bonus

Online casinos offer bonuses to existing and new players. They are technically considered slots bonuses as wagering from the slot games contributes 100%. Other casino games like roulette or blackjack do not count towards the wagering requirements and contribute only 5% or 10 percent.

Online casinos can offer bonuses to players who play slots. They are popular because they have lower RTPs than blackjack. You cannot wager on high RTP games, such Thunderkick's Uncharted Seas slot with 98.5% RTP. Before you start playing, always read the Terms and Conditions. You can find all the information in our detailed review of each slot site.

FAQ

Which online casino is best?

It depends on what kind of game you're looking at. Do you desire a vast selection of games to choose from? Do you want to play slots from one provider? Progressive jackpots? Regular giveaways or a large new player bonus? Look at our list of top UK casinos, then select the one that best suits you.

Are UK online casinos secure?

The UK Gambling Commission regulates all of the casinos reviewed. It is one the most stringent regulators in online gaming. They ensure that UK casinos follow the rules to ensure that both players and funds are safe and fair. Please see our section on licensing and security.

Is it possible to win money at online casinos

Yes, it is possible to win money at online casinos. It's just luck. One lucky player took home EUR19.4million in April 2021 playing Absolootly Mad Mega Moolah. Some slots can pay as much as 50,000 per spin. Find out what games you can play in a casino.

How do I contact the support team of a casino?

The majority of top online casino sites now provide customer support via live chat. You can still speak with a person over the telephone in some cases. Many operators also offer Skype, Twitter, Facebook and WhatsApp interactions. Learn more about the support options available to you.

How long does withdrawals at online casinos take?

The withdrawal time depends on the type of withdrawal and the casino where you're playing. The best UK casinos allow you to withdraw money from your wallet in a matter of minutes. Be aware of the processing times, cashout fee (if any), account verifications and weekend cashouts. Check out our section on Casino Banking.

What are the most popular online casino apps in the UK

Some online casinos offer an app for Android or iOS. They have a sleek design, a large slots collection and many bonuses. LeoVegas Casino offers a great example. A wide selection of titles is available and you can take advantage of free spins with no deposit.
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